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A Glimpse of
Hungarian Literacy Lessons
ARTICLE BY LEONIE ROSE, CARYN KING AND MARCIA POWELL

During October 1993, sixty-two reading educators from across the United
States and Canada were invited to
Hungary as delegates to exchange ideas
and practices in literacy education. In
this article, we share the information we
gained from our visit to the Budapest
Teachers' Training College and three
public schools.

Phonic-Analytic-Synthetic Approach
In this approach, the first five steps

are presented orally for six weeks. First,
the teacher tells a story about a picture.
Then, a sample word that has the targeted sound is chosen. Next, the sound is
isolated and pronounced. Afterwards,
recognition of the sound is practiced.
Finally, the new sound is orally blended
with known sounds.
Once students have a base of sounds,
corresponding letters are introduced one
at a time. After letters are introduced,
letter recognition is practiced. Next, the
letter is blended with already known letters, words, and sentences. Short stories
are read as soon as possible. When students can read letters in context, written
forms of targeted letters are taught.
Teachers generate the written script
from the printed form students have
seen in their reading. Printing is never
taught; cursive writing is used at all levels. The final step is to blend the new letter and practice writing it. After the first
six weeks, three sounds and letters are
taught weekly until after Christmas. In
the second semester, students use story
books for developing further literacy.

Hungarian Literacy Instruction
The Hungarian language differs from
English in that words are not separated
but included as syllables within one long
word such as "Leirhatom" which translates to "I can write it down." Syllable
order within the word shifts from word
to word by the addition of more endings;
therefore, teachers do not use a sight
word approach. However, there is a one
to one correspondence between letters
and sounds with only one consonant
having two sounds. Methods used for
teaching beginning reading are phonic
based and teach sounds first, letters,
sound/letter correspondence, and finally
syllabication.
Three methods for teaching literacy
are:
• Phonic-Analytic-Synthetic
Approach which involves ten
sequential steps following the traditional format of teaching sounds
first;
• Window-Opener which is a form
of programmed instruction that also
introduces sounds first but teaches
more syllabication.
• Literature-Based Integrated
Approach is based on literature
while integrating the language arts.
MI CHI GAN READIN G JO URNAL

Window-Opener Program

This is a popular program that uses
visual aids including wall charts with
outline shapes of butterflies, houses,
citadels, and trains. Wall charts are maps
for sounds, phonemes, and visual representation. Butterflies are used to teach
vowel sounds and positions of sounds
within words. Houses and other buildings are used to teach consonants and
consonant blends as well as their posi14
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tions within words. The train is used to
teach capitals and syllables.
Other components include books for
vowels, movements associated with
vowels and consonants, alphabet books
for blending, and pictures for storytelling. This approach uses multi-sensory
games which involve children in singing
and chanting sounds and words. Another
important component is an elaborate
coding system which consists of numbering letters within a word and using
three geometric figures in conjunction
with sounds, letters, and positions within words. When a teacher points to a circle, students tell the position of the
sound within a word. A triangle represents words which have two of a sound.
If the teacher points to a square, students recite a word that has the indicated consonant or vowel in the appropriate position. The program can also be
used to teach English after children master reading and writing in Hungarian.

ture, folktales, and other pieces of literature to provide language experiences to
enrich students' learning in all the language arts.
Literacy Lessons in
Three Unique Schools
Dµring our trip, we had the opportunity to visit three unique schools. In the
following sections, we describe the
schools and some of the lessons we
encountered across the grades.

Magyar Academy
Magyar Academy is located in one of
the blue collar districts in the outskirts
of Budapest. Students come from as far
away as the central part of Budapest and
as close as the surrounding neighborhood. The school is nestled among highrise apartment buildings with a pedestrian mall of trees and grass to separate it
from a small section of retail stores. The
playground has little equipment and an
open area used mainly for sports such as
soccer.
Magyar Academy is housed in two
buildings which are filled to capacity
with over 600 students in grades 1-8 and
specializes in computer education beginning in first grade. There are 28 P.C. and
14 MacIntosh computers placed in labs

Literature-based Integrated Approach
Some teachers also use a third
approach which is literature based and
integrates the language arts. This program is more popular beyond first grade
and consists of using children's litera-

Magyar
Academy,
First
Grade,
October
1993
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dents with 17 boys, 5 girls, and a student
teacher who observed the lesson with
us. Although the students were attentive
and formal throughout the lesson, rapport and mutual respect between the
teacher and students were immediately
noticed.
The Window Opener beginning reading program was the basis of the lesson.
The commercial wallboards contained
trains with letters, names, and syllables
as well as houses with vowels printed on
them. Numerals appeared under words
to show the number of sounds in each
and after words to indicate the number
of letters in each one. The teacher pointed to a letter sound on the wallboard
and the students pronounced the sound
in unison. Then they used a series of
hand motions which included clapping
hands, tapping knuckles on the desk
tops, and sliding their palms from the
top to the bottom of their desks while
chanting sounds and words.
The teacher used a pointer to teach at
the wallboards, focused attention by
addressing students with tongue rolls,
emphasized posture, and stressed
breathing exercises for good speech. To
prepare the children for writing, she had
them perform some exercises and finger
plays. They stood with their feet spread
apart, stretched their fingers, counted,
and then shook their hands in the air.
Next, the teacher had the students
play a game using sounds to make
words. She put the first consonant and
first vowel of a word on a chart board
and used teacher made picture cards to
represent remaining sounds. Students
were encouraged to raise their hands to
volunteer reciting the word the sounds
made. Then, the class wrote the words.
in their individual booklets. As an extension, children recited sounds in words
from picture cards representing sounds
lined up on a magnetic board. The same
game format of volunteering to recite
and writing the words in booklets was

serving different purposes such as language and math learning. In eighth
grade, courses for beginning programming and user skills are required.
Afterwards, students take exams and the
best receive a basic level Computer
Operator's Diploma. The school plans to
offer intermediate level computer training to interested individuals in the area.
English and German are studied by all
students in grades 2-8. In grades 5-8, students study government, additional foreign languages and have special teachers
for art, music, and physical education.
Older girls can also receive vocational
training in sewing, typing, and hostess
skills. The school's long-term goal is to
provide students with a differentiated
education which is in line with their
capabilities. Students take year end
examinations and give accounts of their
skills.
The school day is from 8:00 a.m. until
1:30 p.m.; however, some sections of
first and second grade begin at 12:30
p.m. due to a shortage in classroom
space. Students, who need daycare, can
stay in the afternoon with special teachers who provide assistance with homework and supervision. Special courses
and clubs are also offered during the
afternoon; for example, seventh and
eighth graders can participate in choir,
sports, enamel arts, journalism, various
language courses, and home economics.
As we walked into the first grade
classroom at Magyar Academy, we
noticed the sun streaming through lacy
curtains hanging in the windows and
that the lights were off during lesson.
Children sat in pairs at desks with bench
seats. Although there were openings
under the desk tops for storing books,
few books were visible. To help students
learn their left hand from their right
hand, patterned paper hands were taped
to the desk tops.
The students stood and greeted us in
Hungarian. The class consisted of 22 stuMICHIGAN READING JOURNAL
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followed. The teacher praised correct
responses and immediately corrected
inappropriate ones throughout both
games. Students were also asked to give
feedback as to whether their peers provided correct responses.
The teacher applied what was learned
by showing students these letters and
words in their reading books. She used a
form of assisted reading by having the
children follow along using their index
fingers and reciting after her in unison.
After the lesson, the teacher commended the students for their efforts and
announced that it was time for their
break and exercising to music.
The next classroom that we observed
was on the second floor of a three story
building next to the one that held the
lower grades. Again the sun was shining
through lace curtains and the lights were
turned off. The walls were covered with
student made materials, pictures of
political leaders, nature items, and sentence strips written by the teacher in
both Hungarian and English from the
folktale, Chicken Licken. The rear wall
had hooks for hanging large plastic bags
which held personal items such as
lunches, sweaters, and shoes. All the
desks including the teacher's were

placed around the periphery of the
room. The teacher seemed to be a part
of the class rather than separated from
the students.
She began by pronouncing and defining vocabulary words from the story.
These were handwritten on a transparency and presented with an overhead
projector. As students became aware of
meanings of words, they volunteered to
take turns moving from their seats to
define the word for another student.
After each student recited, the teacher
asked the class to critique the definition.
Students were also asked to criticize
their choral reading of the story and to
discuss the errors they made as a class.
Next, the teacher posed questions for
the students to answer as they silently
read the story, Mesek, which had many
words with few pictures. As the class
read silently, the teacher sat near a small
group of children who needed more
guided reading practice. Rather than
calling them to a separate table, she
went to each student's desk and sat in a
chair to read with them. There was not
enough time to discuss the questions
and they would continue the discussion
on the following day. Throughout the
lesson, the teacher provided praise for

Magyar
Academy,

Computer
Lab,
October

1993
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made displays and student work on the
walls. The room had a comfortable
atmosphere with plants hanging in windows and long tables with blue tops
rather than individual desks. Students
were finishing an intersession during
which they played with toys they had
brought to school, ate snacks from
home, and were noisily involved in many
self-initiated activities. The students
appeared to be happy and were comfortable with their teacher who allowed
them freedom to conduct themselves as
they pleased during recess. When the
teacher announced the end of recess,
students returned to their seats, got
ready for the lesson, and immediately
gave her their full attention. The class
consisted of 22 nine year olds with a
mixture of 12 boys and 10 girls who
were well-behaved and enthusiastic
throughoutthelesson.Theteacher
briefly provided the sequence of the lesson to us, while students patiently waited to begin the lesson in Hungarian.
Before the lesson began, the teacher
randomly distributed large strips of
paper with phrases written on them. She
told the students that these would be
used later during the lesson. Then, she
had volunteers fill in answers to a crossword puzzle that had been placed on the
chalkboard ahead of time. Words used
were vocabulary words from the lesson.
Students had ownership of which items
to answer in any order they wished.
The theme for the week was "dogs"
during reading class but not across the
curriculum. The class used both classroom and outside resources to learn
about dogs. Students brought in stuffed
toy dogs, magazines, books, and photos
of their own dogs. Before the teacher
assigned the pages in the reader which
students were to read silently, she discussed dogs, checked for prior knowledge, and commented on each item students had brought that day.
After the students read silently, the

correct responses, corrected any inappropriate responses, and provided a
comfortable atmosphere. At the end of
class, the students had an informal
break which included social interaction,
a snack from home, and freedom to
move into the hallway.
Gyoekala Isola - Laboratory School
The Laboratory School is located in
the older Buda portion of the city with
narrow streets and buildings containing
both flats of apartments on upper levels
and small businesses on the main floor.
The school is attached to the Budapest
Teachers' Training College through hallways with potted plants, bright yellow
walls, and many windows which add an
air of light and warmth. Teachers at the
Lab school teach children in the morning
and student teachers in the afternoon.
This provides student teachers with the
opportunity to work with experienced
teachers who are experts in education
for lower grades. These teachers discuss
lessons student teachers have observed,
provide lectures on teaching methodology, critique lessons student teachers
taught in their classrooms, and provide
support in lesson preparations for the
next day.
Four hundred first through fourth
graders attend this school from 8:00 a.m.
until 12:30 p.m. in self-contained classrooms. If parents wish to pay extra,
lunch and daycare are provided for children. During daycare, students do their
homework and play. Grammar, literature, science, social studies, and mathematics are taught daily with art, music,
physical education, and foreign language
being taught several times weekly.
Students are expected to learn English
and must take exit exams to demonstrate mastery of subject matter and for
placement into appropriate middle grade
schools.
As we walked into the third grade
classroom, we noticed both teacher
MICHIGAN READING JOURNAL
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teacher asked questions about what they
had read and about the difficulty of the
passage. Next, a child volunteered to
read orally while others followed along
with many using two fingers to help
them keep their place. Round robin
reading was not used in this classroom.
Before another child read, the teacher
asked students to criticize the oral reading for errors in pronunciation and accuracy. This did not appear to damage the
reader's self-esteem and students eagerly responded to the opportunity.
Throughout the lesson, the teacher provided praise for correct responses and
tactfully corrected any miscues made
during oral reading as well as answers
that were incorrect.
Next, the teacher explained that some
sentences in this passage were too difficult. She prepared a transparency using
hand-written sentences with each being
longer and more complicated. Each was
also a different color to emphasize how
it had changed. The class read and discussed the transparency together to
improve their ability to read the text by
beginning with simple sentences and
building to those used in the passage.
Children continued a section at a time
by volunteering to read aloud, criticizing
each reading, and discussing a transparency of difficult sentences.
Then, the teacher assigned homework
which was to read a passage that dealt
with proverbs and idioms about dogs. To
prepare students for the reading, she
had them participate in a word usage
exercise. The two words meaning dog,
"kutya" and "eb," can not be used as synonyms because usage is determined by
the word's function in a sentence. Ten
sentences had been written on the board
and were covered by a curtain until this
point in the lesson. Each sentence contained hand drawn pictures of dogs
which were placed over the words
"kutya" and "eb." Volunteers controlled
which sentence they wished to attempt
MICHIGAN READING JOURNAL

and the order of sentence completion.
The teacher provided feedback by
removing pictures of correct responses.
Next, the students used the large
strips of paper that had been distributed
at the beginning of the lesson. These
strips contained individual rules for
when to use the appropriate word for
dog. Children volunteered to share a rule
and brought it up to tape onto the chalkboard under the correct word. Students
were actively involved through the use
of manipulatives.
Finally, the teacher modeled how
"kutya" and "eb," were used in an adult
piece of literature by reading aloud and
by reviewing why each word had been
used as it appeared in the selection. At
the lesson's conclusion, we went back to
the college where Dr. Anna AdamikJaszo explained the lesson in more detail
and answered our questions about both
the lesson and education in Hungary.
Dobucai School
Dobucai school was established in
1905 in the inner-city Pest side of
Budapest. It is a four story building with
crumbling plaster exterior, bright
mosaics, red brick patterns, eroded
granite steps and a front entrance with
huge, carved, wooden double doors
flanked by sculptures of children reading books. The school has both a basement and a gym but no playground; however, a city park is nearby for the students to enjoy. Six hundred students
attend Dobucai in 22 classes in grades 18 with an age range of 6-14. The school
day is from 8:00 a.m. until 3:30 p.m.
when students choose to go to the park
with a teacher until 4:30 p.m. or to go
home.
The curriculum includes an academic
emphasis in languages and sciences.
Subjects taught include music, environment, biology, chemistry, geography,
math, two foreign languages, Hungarian
literature, grammar, and physical educa19
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tion. English is taught at all grade levels.
Beginning at age nine, small groups of
students attend compulsory, specialized
English classes to prepare for exams
which are sent to London for scoring.
As we entered the school, we were
led to a bright room where round tables
set with linen and silver were prepared
for a breakfast feast of meats, breads,
vegetables, and juice. We were served by
young women dressed in black and
white hostess garb with embroidered
Hungarian aprons. Dobucai also serves
as a hostess training school for eighty,
fourteen to sixteen year old girls who
learn to type, wash clothes, iron, take
care of infants, sew, and cook. At the
end of a two year program, the girls take
certification exams to be a hostess or a
hospital nurse.
The following literacy lesson differs
from the previous lessons because it was
spoken entirely in English and was a foreign language lesson rather than a reading lesson. The classroom was actually
part of the library where the students
and teacher seemed to be crowded into
a small space. There were 19 students
who were 11-12 years old.
First, the teacher explained to her visitors rather than her students that the

lesson was on correct usage and pronunciation of English directional words,
learning dialogue, and using floor plans.
As a warm up, she had the students sing
"The Hokey Pokey." Then,they played a
word game to match words and definitions. Each student was given one card
containing an English word, an English
definition, a Hungarian word, or a
Hungarian definition. One student pronounced the word on the card while
another read the corresponding definition and pronounced the original word.
Next, the class listened to a taped,
English version of a mystery story.
Afterward, the teacher asked predominantly literal level comprehension questions such as "What was she wearing?"
They continued by reviewing what each
character was doing. Then, the teacher
placed the students in pairs to take turns
orally reading an interview entitled "Hot
Dogs and Cool Cats" from their texts.
Afterward, students criticized each
other's errors in pronunciation. Next,
the teacher had two pairs of students
stand and perform the interview they
had just read. She emphasized retaining
meaning or comprehension when a student had trouble remembering parts of
the interview. The class critiqued pro-

Dobutcai
School,
Budapest,
October

1993
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nunciations and practiced words that
were causing difficulty.
At this point in the lesson, the teacher
reviewed the homework which had been
to draw a floor plan of each student's
flat or house. After asking how many
lived in flats and how many in houses,
she had one student draw her plan on
the board. The teacher then explained
the assignment they were to do with
their plans. Working in pairs, one student was to describe the plan while the
other drew it. The teacher then modeled
how to do this using the plan the student
had drawn on the board. When the students did not understand the assignment, directions were explained in
Hungarian and a pair of students modeled the process at the board.
Next, students were directed to
return to their texts and orally read
some jokes. If students made a mistake
in pronunciation, the teacher immediately corrected it. When students had difficulty with "said" and "taking," the
teacher helped the students by having
them look at her mouth as she pronounced each word. She held a piece of
paper in front of her mouth and had
them watch how the paper moved when
certain words were pronounced. She
emphasized the need to speak "in
chunks."
The last portion of the lesson
involved listing verb tenses from the
text. The teacher modeled two as examples and then gave the students a short
amount of time to complete the exercise. After they reviewed together, she
printed each verb tense on the board. At
the end of the lesson she gave them their
homework assignment which was to
practice oral reading of the text.
Throughout this lesson, the teacher
provided immediate feedback through
corrections of students' usage and pronunciation of English words. She articulated her high expectations for their performance and provided only moderate
MI CHIGAN READING JOURNAL

praise throughout the lesson such as
"You were ok, not too good, but ok."
Comparing Hungarian and
American Literacy Practices
When we examined observations
made during Hungarian lessons and discussions afterwards, many similarities
among instructional practices in literacy
in our countries surfaced. In fact, the
entire group of reading educators concluded that we found more similarities
than differences.
For instance, the basic lesson format
in reading resembled the directed reading activity used for years in many basal
reader programs in America. Teachers in
Hungary used reading methodologies
that many teachers in Canada and the
United States are currently employing
successfully in their classrooms such as
using a theme approach to teach reading, checking for prior knowledge, having a balance between oral and silent
reading, checking for comprehension,
using a multi-sensory approach to literacy learning, teaching a skill to prepare
students for reading a passage, providing
a purpose for reading, and modeling
how an adult handles literacy tasks.
Similarities in general teaching practices also emerged. These included creating a comfortable atmosphere with rapport and mutual respect, providing
praise for correct responses, encouraging active student involvement, allowing
students some choices, and using manipulatives to aid understanding.
A final area of similarity was the
teachers' concern for meeting students
instructional needs. Evidence of modification to learning activities were apparent in all the observed lessons. Teachers
in American schools also continually
modify their lessons when students do
not grasp the concepts being taught and
are struggling to understand passages or
assignments.
We also noted differences in reading
21
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use, their teaching materials, and teaching methodologies. While teachers in
Canada and the United States do control
their own classroom instruction, many
are restricted by comprehensive curriculum guides, building decisions, district
mandates, state or province rulings, or
governmental regulations. Although
decoding or phonics is taught by a
majority of teachers in each country,
there is a much wider variety of teaching
techniques for phonic instruction in
Canada and the United States. Here no
agreement exists that sounds should be
taught first as there is in Hungary.
Indeed, there is no overall agreement on
whether phonics should be taught
directly or at all, much less, on the order
in which it should be presented.
Differences in general teaching practices were also observed. Teachers in
these classrooms relied mostly upon volunteers for participation in all activities.
In many classrooms in America, teachers follow current research in providing
a variety of types of participation including calling on students who do not volunteer as well as those who do, providing wait time, and allowing for discussion among students. Cooperative learning was not observed in the Hungarian
schools visited, although students were
asked to work in pairs in two of the
classrooms.
The focus of instruction was on correct responses and accuracy of reading
and pronunciation. Students were not
given opportunities to correct their own
errors. Higher level questioning with
open ended responses were not used.
Many teachers in American schools are
moving towards developing higher level
thinking skills and more independence
in student learning by providing them
more responsibility for their own learning.
The greatest contrast between
Hungarian and American teaching practices was in the portion of the lesson

instruction among countries. While one
teacher did use a theme for reading, no
effort was made to integrate across the
curriculum as teachers in many schools
across American are now doing with thematic units. While these lessons did use
listening, reading, speaking and writing
together, language arts such as spelling
and handwriting are taught separately
with little evidence of real literature
being used. Currently, many teachers in
the United States and Canada are integrating the language arts during writer's
workshop and reading children's literature along with or in place of basal readers.
Another difference was in materials
used to teach lessons. Except for the
texts and wallcharts, all of materials
were teacher made. Commercial materials such as sentence strips, bulletin
boards, manipulatives, etc. were not
available. Private publishers were just
beginning to provide textbook choices
and supplementary materials. The texts
used during reading lessons had only
few illustrations which were simple line
drawings and had a density of fine,
brown print with little white space.
Teachers create all lesson plans because
manuals are small with only a few examples.
North American teachers have a
wealth of commercial materials ready to
be used in the classroom although some
teachers create their own materials out
of necessity or by preference. Basal
texts are all produced by private publishers. Newer basals are colorful, have
excellent illustrations, have an appropriate balance of print and white space, use
excerpts from quality literature, and provide extensive manuals for teacher use.
Quality children's literature is plentiful
for teachers to use instead of basals if
they wish.
Since the collapse of Communism in
Hungary, teachers have complete freedom to choose which programs they will
MICHIGAN READING JOURNAL
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called criticism. During criticism the
purpose is for students to point out
errors in each other's work in all areas
of the curriculum. American teachers
seldom have students do this during
reading. It differs from the revision and
editing portion of process writing
because positive comments about work
are not mentioned only areas needing
improvement.

our framework for a reading lesson.
Effective teaching practices such as
checking for prior knowledge, checking
for comprehension, teaching skills to
read a passage, reading for a purpose,
and modeling may be universal.
Teachers are always balancing new
knowledge with traditional methods of
teaching. The quest for the "best" way to
teach reading seems to be never ending.

What Can We Learn From These
Lessons?
While there are differences in teaching practices of these countries, the similarities were most striking to all of us.
We concluded that expert teachers use
what they have available to them to provide for the needs of their students. We
also discovered how our own prior
knowledge effects the way we interpret
what we experience. Before the discussion with Dr. Adamik-Jaszo after the
third grade reading lesson, we were not
aware of criticism as a part of the lesson. We assumed that the teacher was
discussing what had been read as teachers often do during reading lessons in
North America. Criticism was a foreign
concept to us because it is not part of
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